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't let houses rot

Wfateshave some charming designs for you in Hackney.

Harrati East London l imited. 
Warton House. 150 High Street 
Stratford. London EI5 2NE 
telephone: 01 555 3242
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iron railings, whilst their interiors echo 
grace and charm with the benefits of 
Wates modem quality throughout.

Each home has its own parking 
space and you be only one stop from
Liverpool Street Station on the
Central Line! (Bethnal Green is only 
half a mile away.)

• So if you have designs on
MM Hackney give Wates a call on 

(01) 533 0297 for more information.

Wrtes build with care.

Wites are putting their plans into 
action for an exciting new development 
in Victoria Park Road, an increasingly 
sought after location with excellent 
investment potential.

Everything from 1 bedroom flats to 
3 bedroom houses, built around 
landscaped squares, with exteriors that 
reflect tne Victorian theme — 
bow top sashed windows. 
soldier courses and wrought < jl?::
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Elegantly furnished Penthouses 
overlooking the Thames at Tower Bridge 

now available for viewing.

Gun Wharf.
( on tact Ruch Cochrane on 01 265 1282 for an appointment 

Gun W hart tapping High street London I* I
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We live in a world of surplus,yet every 
where millions are starving.Two thirds 
of the world’s population are mal
nourished, while in the west overeating 
is one of our biggest killers and still 
we have massive stockpiles of food which 
stay stuck in their warehouses because 
it is more profitable to the owners to 
hang on to it than to distribute it to 
those who need it.This sick joke is the 
reality of capitalism.That their filthy 
profits are more important than people. 
The history of capitalism is that the 
profits of an elite,our so called social 
betters,come’ before the interests of the 
poor who live under them,those like us 
at the bottom of the pile.The capitalist 
machine is fueled by over consumption 
and greed,and just as they exploit and 
abuse their own workers,they systemat
ically do it abroad,resulting in,for the 
people of the third world,destruction of 
their old lifestyles and means of support. 
Because we cannot ignore this suffering 
that our system has created in Africa we 
must occasionally wash our consciences 
through public spectacles like Live Aid. 
Of course it is great that some money is 
raised to help feed people yet really it 
is nothing but a smokescreen to hide the 
real problems and the faces of the guilty 
Live Aid provides no future for the peo
ple it claims to help.It papers over a 
few cracks but ignores the roots of the 
problem,it is nothing more than flinging 
the Ethiopians a few crumbs of ‘Cur char
ity'.
The real way to end their suf ering is to 
destroy the causes of exploitation where

ever we find them.To destroy the power 
of the new slave masters of the third 
world,the capitalist multinationals... 
corporations like IBM,Thorn,Coca Cola, 
Nestles etc.These corporations create 
more wealth for themselves while ripring 
off the poor left,right and centre,with 
the full approval of their governments 
and the people who claim to care for the 
3rd world.Ethiopia has no future in the 
efforts of a bunch of pathetic,posing, 
filthy rich pop stars,who help prop up 
the system o<ff world exploitation,while 
mouthing trendy slogans about 1 Feed the 
NorId',driving round in limousines and 
sniffing cocaine.

No chance of this fucking stand
catching fire..too bad for us!

Since Live Aid the record sales of the 
bands and artists involved have risen by 
about 25" so that these people are act
ually profiting by their involvement in 
Live Aid./iost of them knew all along that 
for themselves it was just another public 
-ity stunt and there would be a profit in 
it for them.Yet another examnle of the 
rich exploiting the noor of the world.If 
these bastards had any sense of decency 
they would turn over their whole bank 
accounts to Ethiopia.Not just give a few 
days work.
The only solution is to free the world 
of this disgusting system that has us all 
in its grin,of profits before people.This 
is not a time for charity but a time for 
political action against our rich oppress 
-ors.

Gelding and Big Ears guzzle pints of Pimms 
while they gawp from the Toffs Box.

COUNTSIEc

ROBBING THE POOR

Polypbureau Plot?

WE KNEW HE DIDN'T HAVE A BRAIN....
NOW HE'S GUTLESS TOO!!!!

Teams of tailors have been set to sewing

he forgets and sits down too hard.

making new suits to accomodate Ron's new
Colostomy Bag. Brown is the colour of 
the new Presidential wardrobe - in case

And recognising that not all the 
in a position to take part in these 
and in keeping with anarchist pri- 
we must share our ill-gotten gains

Reagan's got Cancer 
of the Shit Shute-
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But these must be directed against our 
class enemies. We must organise mass raids 
on supermarkets, we must loot rich houses 
and cars, we must not only give individual 
rich scum a kicking, but empty their wallets 
as well.
poor are
actions,
nciples, 
with other victims of this new and vicious 
instrument of thatcherite terror. In this 
way we will show not only that these things 
can be done, but will also build support 
against the enevitable clampdown. We can ask 
for payment not in money, but in safe stor
age areas,alibis,ect.
The rich are robbing us of everything,lets 
try and even the balance!.

So the bastards really are preparing to 
grind the faces of the poor. The new 
social security proposals cannot be de
scribed in less vivid terms. Those of 
us at the bottom of the shit heap are 
to be punished for the crimes of those 
at the top. Obviously, the idea is to 
force us to take any shitwork at shit 
wages, or be starved into submission. 
Just as obviously, this isn,t the only 
thing thats going to happen. More and 
more people are going to see no altern
ative but robbery. However, many will 
end up robbing, not the rich, but those 
as poor as them. Working class areas wi
ll be even more plagued by muggers and 
burglars, and the response will be calls 
for increased policing.Racists will 
have a field day blaming black kids for 
every petty crime that occurs, and the 
community will enter a downward spiral 
of deprivation and division. As we have 
said before, we are absolutely opposed 
to stealing from our class. To do so is 
to be no better than the capitalist scum 
who have stolen our whole world from us. 
The garbage who beat up the old, nick 
from council flats, and leave working 
class people scared to walk the streets 
deserve the same treatment as the bosses 
But this is not enough, we must show 
people that they can have a decent stan
dard of living without resorting to this 
level of activity. Many of us will have 
no option but to carry out expropriations.
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Stop Business as Usual
Crowbar the South London squatter's paper has 
taken the initiative and called the date for 
another S.B.U. We would like to support their 
call - the last S.B.U. was a splendid success 
Let's make the next one even better.

5 th November

people evicted from B&B accomodation 
by the now DH3.3 rules have set up 
tent cities in Newcastle,Manchester 
etc,why not move into Hampstead to t 
posh areas.

help.It


Travelling down to Henley on a 
train full of Hooray Henry^ prattl
ing on about skiing in Switzerland 
and Lady Camilla's coming out ball. 
How i managed to keep my gob shut 
and my hands from strangling the 
bastards is the 8th wonder of the 
world!.This year there's a new 
topic of conversation though-the 
anarchists! Hooray Henriettas are 
assured by the Hooray Henrys that 
they'll be over a thousand police, 
some of them armed,there to protect 
them.They(but not me!)are reassured 
by the sight of a police helicopter 
and a hundred fat porkers swelteri
ng in the sun in a school field 
just outside Henley.At Ealing Broa
dway 20 kids,many of them black, 
dive on to the train jeering the 
rich snobs and shoving them out the 
way.The considerable anxiety in the 
next carriage is further increased 
by the arrival of 10 casuals from 
Southal1,wel1 armed with special 
brew,and seemingly not going to 
Henley to watch the rowing.

Arrive at Henley station.Fuckin' 
hell,theres old bill everywhere! 
With our crafty disguises we slip 
through the police cordon but any
one not looking like an obvious 
rich bastard is turned back.The 
black kids don't make it off the 
platform.On every street corner 
theres a van load of pigs.By the 
bridge to the royal enclosure ther
es a control van,a breakdown vehic
le to remove any motors blocking 
the bridge,and van loads of back 
up police.Police on the bridge are 
filtering people across stopping 
anyone they don't like the look of. 
By now we've clocked a lot of class 
warriors from around the country 
blending in to the background-or at 
least trying toiSome Welsh hooliga
ns have spent the night on posh 
boats on the Thames and have a few 
souvenirs to take home.We dive into 
the nearest boozer-all the pubs 
have security on the doors to keep 
out potential trouble makers,but we 
manage to sneak through.More news 
comes through-there's riot police 
at the back of the police station 
and van load after van of pigs.

After a few pints its back onto 
the streets,a lot of punks have so
mehow got through.Let battle comme- 
nce-we start harrasing the stuck up 
toffs on the streets.Stand in their 
way,trip them up,spit on them,abuse 
them,open well shook up cans of la
ger as they pass by in their hundr
eds of pounds dresses.Knock their 
boaters off,smash their sunglasses, 
kick the bastards.They start to 
look really scared-despite the 
fact that theres a thousand police 
on duty they still can't be protec
ted.Others are walking along the 
river bank kicking over hampers and 
champagne buckets there's no resis-
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tance,they look petrified.Gradually 
a sizeable mob is assembling near 
the bridge-about 200 of us.We give 
up the low profile and stand hurli
ng abuse,spit and the odd can and 
bottle the rich.The Hoorays stop 
coming down the road.The police 
seal off the bridge,more pigs come 
running down the road,we're surrou
nded. We keep up the abuse for about 
15 minutes.The police are getting 
fed up as we get into the second 
rendition of'Harry Roberts is our 
friend",very soon they're going to 
move in and nick the lot of us.Time 
to move on and resume guerilla war
fare.We filter away in 2's and 3's 
-there is no mass arrest:Back to 
the guerilla harassment of the 
bastards.We maraude all over the 
town.A BMW is turned over,the tory 
club window goes in,fists fly and 
some hoorays decide to sunbathe 
fully clothed on the streets.Bricks 
and bottles fly over the back lanes 
into the gardens of rich mansions 
and startled sunbathers flee insid. 
Now a mercedes has gone over,all 
it's windows caving in,posh cars 
are booted as their drivers try to 
speed past us down the road,pig 
vans are racing around trying to 
keep up with the action,there are 
some arrests.This goes on for a 
couple of hours till we gradually 
leave Henley.A trainload of Hoorays 
are plastered with their own straw
berries as they leave,soked in beer 
and anything else that comes to 
hand,their boaters and sunglasses 
end up on the tracks.They wish 
they'd never boarded this train to 
leave Henley but many rich bastards 
after Saturday wish they'd never 
gone there in the first place.

So what did Henley achieve

For the first time ever the rich 
have had to have over a thousand 
police,with helicopters,riot shiel
ds and armed units to protect them 
at one of their major social occas
ions.Many businesses,including 
garages and posh shops,closed down 
for the weekend preferring to lose 
their expected large profits rather 
than risk being smashed up.The rich 
now know what it's like to be under 
siege conditions,to be scared shit
less everytime they wandered more 
than a few hundred yards from a 
policeman.The police are there to 
protect the rich and their wealth 
from the rest of us-well,from now 
on from now on they're going to 
have to work a lot harder at it. 
This year there were a few hundred 
of us at Henley but next year ther
e'll be thousands and the police 
will have to turn the place into a 
virtual prison for the richto stop 
us getting at them.

Thug 
beats

‘CLASS WAR’
THREAT 

TO HENLEY

Regatta row
Twenty arrests were made 

at Henley Regatta after con
frontations between Class 
W$r and spectators, who they 
call rich * scumbags?I

ROCK superstar Rick 
Wakeman was beaten 
unconscious at this week’s 
prestigious Henley rowing 
Regatta.

The millionaire musician 
was attacked by a thug 
who jumped on him from 
behind.

Rick said: “I didn’t see 
him at alL I was knocked 
out cold pretty quickly.”

•Tve got a black eye, a 
few loose teeth and a swo- 
len nose. And I’ve had a 
dreadful headache,” he 
said.

The police are trying to make 
places where the rich are at their 
leisure,or where they live,no go 
areas for working class people.At 
Wilmslow in Cheshire the Chief 
Inspector has said that black peop
le from Moss Side will be arrested 
if they go there since their only 
reasons for being there can be to 
burgle the rich houses.At Henley 
black kids and anyone who didn't 
look posh enough were denied entry 
to the town or harrassed or arrest
ed by the police.We will continue 
to take our fight in to the streets 
of the rich ghettos.There will be 
no no-go areas for us but we must 
make sure that working class areas 
become no-go areas for the rich- 
where they fear for their safety 
whenever they enter.We must contin
ue to make them live under siege 
conditions.

Of course our sophisticated, 
intellectual revolutionary friends 
on the left will continue to deride 
us.From their well payed jobs as 
lecturers,social workers,probation 
officers and teachers propping up 
the system the allegedly despise, 
they will laugh patronisingly when 
we talk of jostling the rich in 
the streets.In Hampstead and Islin
gton these wankers will prattle on 
about Nicaragua,Marxism today,yest
erday and every fucking way.Cosily
insulated from the rising cl :ss 
anger on the streets,for them poli
tics is a trendy hobby.For us class 
hatred is a daily reality and one 
these wankers will find out about 
soon enough.

Henley is only part of our fight 
to build a working class movement 
designed to get rid of the rich 
and the police and politicians who 
protect them once and for all.We 
made mistakes at Henley,there were 
43 arrests,we must improve our crg- 
anisation and increase our combati- 
vity everytime.In September we are 
organising another Bash the Rich 
march to Britains richest borough 
Hampstead/We can make this the 
biggest demonstration of class 
hatred and anger we've had for 
years.If we organise to get the 
homeless,those pissed off with bei
ng fucked over by the DHSS by the 
new bed and breakfast regulations 
and all working class people,emplo
yed or unemployed to come along we 
can get thousands of us to march 
into Hampstead.We have no demands 
to make of the rich,there are no 
reforms or concessions they can 
make to stop us.In September class 
was will rage in the leafy avenues 
of Hampstead.Make sure you're there!
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men touch us

th^.t we

end to any 
submission.

Us women in Class >/ar have started 
meeting as often as we feel like,to 
talk about ourselves,our ideas and so 
on(and get pissed).,Je hope there'll 
soon be loads of usJ

there's 
women prime 
the same

of

Blaming ourselves is quite central in 
our oppression.We have been brought up 
to see ourselves through men's eyes,we 
are made to feel inadequate,stupid etc. 
This makes sure that whenever anything 
goes wrong we blame ourselves,or accept 
men blaming us,and so the more shit we 
get the less we think of ourselves. 
This makes us perfect for domination of 
any kind.
Having said that all women are oppressed 
it is,of course,important to realise 
that in a class society there is no room 
for a womens movement including all 
women.'Women are divided, just as men are, 
and even though they are all oppressed

as women,the middle class feminists have 
completely different aims,interests and 
methods from working class women,and so 
the line that because we are all women 
we speak the same language is bullshit. 
In many ways middle and upper class so- 
called feminists conspire to make their 
supposed women's liberation exclusive; 
their onnression is a lot more comfort- 
able
ally
with
They

that they 
in the firs

the way wealth is shared won't

Capitalism is a system in which they,the 
few,have the power over us,the majority. 
To keep us from uniting and rebelling 
they divide us so that we're not only kept 
down by them,the rich and powerful,but 
also by each other.
So where do women fit into this then? 
The Trots would say that women's oppress
ion is just to do with capitalism,and how 
it makes money out of women feeding,cloth 
ing and looking after the workers,buying 
the things that they've produced,and 
having kids to kee^ the whole thing going. 
Once capitalism is gone,they say,women 
will no longer be oppressed;once they're 
no longer dependent on men for money they 
will no longer be in chains.They forget 
one small detail on the way,which is that 
women's oppression started long before 
capitalist society developed,and so just 
changin
liberate women, v/hat they stop at is 
questioning the whole idea of authority; 
they don't realise that power is not just 
to do with money.
As women we're treated as though we don't 
really exist - we are not treated as sig
nificant beings,neither by men nor by our 
selves.And so our suffering becomes invis
ible too.The only time we're noticed is 
when we attach ourselves to men.They treat 
us as though we're empty dolls,put on this
earth for man's pleasure;we're here for him 
to fuck and spew out his sons.Our position 
as his servant gives him power,it makes him 
feel like he's a real MAM.When he gets 
tired of looking at us or listening to what 
he considers our empty talk (not because it 
is,but because it must be since we're women) 
then we're ordered back into the kitchen,

start changing

of bureaucrats and councillors 
who give and try to make us hap
py with shitty inadequate servi
ces and then have the nerve to 
take even these away.The key is 
in the action of those who need 
the services and of those who 
work for them now,not the counc
il bureaucrats and careerists 
union leaders who are ready to 
shit on people as soon as it 
suits them.

The fight for services is one 
that will be fought and won by 
us,not the council tricksters 
and patronising bureaucrats-they 
are just as much our enemies as 
are the tories.

its obvious 
to change

say that men should sit 
wo.ien for women to think 

"■11 the work.In act 
to -rful

f a

Our rights to our own bodies 
non-existent,as 
en in the past 
obtain are being 
falls apart,we are 

meanwhile valium 
h e i ~ht s,an d new 
defendant on men 

e we shoot 
down their institutions,

■ -ic-’llv free.Just like the 
ite -ower will not 

it over Lo us if we say 
give an their power 

they're 'orced to.We don't 
will be different after a 
we start challenging male

for
,j.nd do

1✓ 

how hard it is
really feel so badly about it

by the iselves.f-r

nd hand 
will not 
unless 
things 
unless

than ours,their rebellion is usu- 
only a fight to be seen as equals 
men and thats as far as they go. 
sell us down the river because

our oppression guarantees a more com
fortable, if not free,way of life for 
them.de know it makes fuck all diff
erence to our lives whether
women cops,women judges and 
ministers,because its still
shit they're dishing out.
We want total revolution,an
form of power,dominance and
While the middle class*feminists' slot 
neatly into the male dominated system, 
go off to become witches,to pray to 
the great Earth Mother,or join the 
Labour Party,we are left in our shitty 
jobs,slummy streets and estates,and in 
the marriages we have to stay in be
cause we've nowhere else to go. 

As women
and more

as the
last attempt to cont; 
getting
before,g

When we walk down the street
up,whistle at us or rape us,because they 
think of our bodies as being there for 
their pleasure.Porn,tele,books,ads all 
encourage them,telling them what they 
want to hear - that there's nothing a 
woman enjoys more than being seen as a 
sex object - when she says no,she really 
means yes.Their conceit blinds them - 
its unthinkable that she should not want 
them to.Once she rejects them she becomes 
a threat to their whole idea of their 
own masculinity — therefore the line that 
what lesbians really need is a good fuck 
j men.
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Whit we must do,is organise round our 
specific experience is women,in our streets, 
co:» lunities,workplaces etc..By sharing ideas 
and experiences we can clevelone together and 
give each other confidence.Je have to deveiihpe 
solidarity between ourselves and to tolk about 
the best ways lor us to fight beck.Tn t.her we 
are fighting in the work place,in our streets- 
making the:) no go areas for the gasboard,cons, 
baliffs,rapists,violent husbands etc.../e'll 
get a taste of what taking our lives into our 
own hinds means.However important they are, 
these ire only emergency measures,ultimately 
we're fighting for an end to all hierarchy, 
all leadership,all government and the whole 
sick idea of authority.Each women knows how 
she is oppressed and what she wants to do 
about it and so its up to her if she wants 
to work with men or not.

chopped .away.
left to pick ua
addiction so?rs
laws make us

Je don't believe th it
the rich and burn
women will be > __ v
rich who hold the ulti -a
step down
please,men
over women
think that
revolution
rower NCU.

nut that isn't to
baex and wait
everythin!- out
we're sicx of hearing men's te-rful accounts 

to be oppressors.if they 
,then they'll 

we h'vo to 
correct,lecture them and remind them 
are peonle too,then
never really w nted 
place

we're being forced into a more 
desperate position at the moment, 
rich increase the oppression in a

a.in us all../e're
iorced into even worse .jobs than 

getting fuckall pay for our 
drudgery.More and more of us will be 
forced to sell our bodies on the ; 
to survive
will soon be completely
the few re orms tht 
shed blood and tears to

is society
the nieces,
to unknown

more -nd more
just bee'use ’

The farce of the metropolitan labour 
council's so called defiance of the To
ries rate capping and council abolition 
plans is nearly over. Billed originally 
as part of a 2nd front to the miners 
(the comparison is an insult to the 
miners I )a 'united1 group of lefty cou
ncils were going to 'stand firm','defe- 
nd local democracy1 and force major 
financial and political concessions from 
the tories... what happened? . Surprise 
surprise,the threat of being held 
'personally responsible' for overspen- 
ding-and the loss of their power and 
middle class comforts scared the majo
rity of councillors into setting rates.

So many timeswe've seen so called 
representatives of the working class 
go in to battle on behalf of 'their' 
people and then bottle out.It's not 
surprising though cause we know that 
real change,or just resistance can 
only come when all of us are organis
ed and fighting.The councils never 
asked for or wanted real mass suppo
rt or actions-their fight was just 
petty council career struggles.. .a 
publicity stunt aimed at a few voters.

The whole idea of defending servic
es doesn't really hit home to most 
people anyway-What services?! The 
non-existant nurserys,the street 
lights that got broken but never 
mended,the damp flats on run down 
estates,the mass squatter evictions 
administered by £15,000 a year 
'right on' lefty bureucrats etc etc. 
People dependent on council services 
didn't jump to defend the councils 
because the councils never really 
cared for them atall.The idea of peop
le rallying round a mixture of right 
wing mafioso in the O'Grady/Mellish 
tradition of Southwark supported by 
a racist trade union bureaucratic 
powerbase,and of trendy lefties like 
the Islington group e.g. Margaret 
Hodge mansion owner and heiress to 
the Oppenheimer fortune,is a sad 
joke. The corruption and arrogence of 
councils left and right hardly needs 
to be argued.

Defend council run services? No! 
We've got to fight with real class 
anger against the condition we're 
forced to live in,for decent community 
services run by us and for us,rent 
strikes,occupations of threatened 
nurserys,squatting of buildings left 
empty by the councils,the intimidation

them.de


THE BAST
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KEEP IT UP

will get you 10 cpoies to sell to
Following on from the 3 previous

similar minded
year,and in Stoke thisSheffield last SOFT COPS

enjoyed Class War then look out
held a 2 day national

Over 200 people atttended with debates
and arguments etc. on...the Bash the PO Box 217 Sheffield.(Donation)
Rich campaign,Ireland,Inner Cities, (Donation) c/o HastingsPoisen Pen

Future (!!) etc. %

(10p) DeptAT,40 Leacroft Rd,Normanton

DOORWAY,SCUMBAGS!

Brighton Bomber c/o Students Union,
University of Sussex,Brighton.
Angry (20p)<1st of May Bookshop
43 Candlemaker Row,Edinburgh,
Scotland.Black Cat (Donation),Box

breaking out of the 'anarchist'ghetto and BC,c/o7 Camm St. Crewe. Nottingham
Anarchist News,(10p),Box@ Mushroom
Books,Nottingham, Green Anarchist
c/o 84b Whitechapel High St.etc

Timperly Village Anarchist,(20p)

Box TVAM,Great Ancoats Street,
some stary about NF or MI5 infiltrators.
This is of course only to be expected,but SAE when writing to all the

above addresses.

CLASS WAR-Box CW,84b Whitechapel
High Street,London.E1.(please send

your mates.Bookshop orders should go 
go through ^-Distribution,c/o 84b
Whitechapel High Street,etc.If you

food for days living in 
stricken conditions.

THEIR DESTRUCTION IS OUR 
OBLIGATION !

AND DON’T GET CAUGHT !

of concern to those in power.in order to deal 
with Class War's growing popularity,what

Meanwhile in millionaires row
Hampstead the rich stuff their 
fat faces stupid.

127 Thornton Rd Bradford. Wolverine 
c/o 84b Whitechapel Hugh Street etc

1 c/o 178 Divinity Rd. Oxford.

us.At last the 'anarchist' movement seems to

Between the Lines(Donation) ,Box
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Hundreds of pensioners freeze to 
death every winter-others go 
without
poverty

CLASS ANGER HAS 
STAY SULKING

for...
Crowbar (25p)-BM Hurricane,

GET BARRICADING THAT

Class UJar has been going for two years 
now, two years which have seen us move 
out of the 'ghetto of the faithful' which 
has traditionally trapped anarchist 
papers, to the point where we are selling 
10,000 copies of each issue.

This is due to the fact that we've got 
out on the streets and sold the damn thing 
rather than leaving it mouldering in book
shops. And, wherever our ramshackle dist
ribution system reaches, people clamour to 
buy the paper.

80 copies are sold in one bar in Glasgow 
100 in an afternoon on the streets of Hast 
-ings, 400 the first time they make an 
appearance in Liverpool, 1500 on one demo 
in London.

BUT THIS IS NOT ENOUGH !
Its no good selling 100,000 copies if the 

people who buy them don't turn ideas into 
action. Class War is not about the few 
people who put this paper together. Its 
about YOU OUT THERE, or its about noth
ing. So what are you going to do about it?

Obviously, as anarchists we’re not in 
the buisiness of giving you a nice shiny 
membership card and a bundle of papers to 
sell, while we pat ourselves on the back 
for gaining another recruit. UJe want you 
to listen to what we've got to say, think 
about it, and then to organise with people 
you can trust to do whatever's neccessary 
in your area to work towards the destruc
tion of the owners and their multi death 
state machine.

In many towns there are already groups 
sympathetic to our ideas, and a letter to 
us can put you in touch with them.

However, if this is not the case, don't 
despair, you probably know some others 
who would be interested, so, get together 
with them, drop us a line, and we’ll try to 
get someone with experience of forming a 
group to come over and have a chat (and a 
few beers or whatever) with you.

If, given our limited resources, this 
isn't possible, here are a few tips on org
anisation, drawn from our long (and bitter) 
collective experience.

certain national newspaper or two publish

'rally' in London,on a weekend in July

Class War subscriptions are %
£1.50 for 6,or£3.00 for 12.A quid

US ARE ON THE STREETS AND WE 
TILL WE'VE GOT OUR OWN

LIVES UP 
NOW ITS YOUR 
BRUNT OF OUR 
BE FOOLED BY

be becoming abit of athreat and Class War
being the most visible has been singled out

Free Press,92 London Rd.,St Leonards

PERRIER WATER 
'THE NASTY ATOMIC

TILL THEY CHOKE ON THEIR

STATE'S SOFT COPS...SOCIAL WOR- 
IS,JUDGES AND ALL THAT SCUMMY 

ISOLATION FROM THE PEOPLE
CLAIM 'TO HOLD 
TO LOCK UP IN

NUMBERED.WE'VE
OUR NECKS IN YOUR
TURN TO SUFFER.TO
CLASS ANGER AND HATRED. 
THE SICKENING SMOKE

SCREEN OF THE LABOUR PARTY,THE LEFT AND THE 
UNIONS.THE ONLY POLITICS WITH MEANING FOR 

AM I’m? Q'HD tf .’'T»Q AMT) WILa. NOT R MS T
BACK ON THESE BASTARDS

THEIR. VERY NOSES PEOPLE ARE 
STREETS AND IN SHITTY HOUSING 
OF POVERTY,AND PENSIONERS

E SHAT ON US

Start off by working only with sensible people 
who belive in class struggle anarchism. One 
pacifist dork, junkie punk or nutter, can leave 
you wasting time and energy in fruitless argu
ments till everyone gets fucked off and gives u 
Don't be too ambitious, only take on as much 
as you can handle. Don't end up spending every 
waking minute on it. That can safely be left to 
trot cults. 24 hour activism just leads to 
people getting 'burned out'
Beware of developing a leadership. Make sure 
everyone, has an equal oppurtunity to contri
bute to the group. It may seem a bit bureau
cratic, but having a chairperson at meetings 
can prevent them being dominated by those 
with the loudest voices.
□nee you get going, make sure you don't get so 
cliquey that new peole get put off getting inv- 
lved. Be friendly (but cautious) when people 
show interest.
Be aware that, as soon as you go public, espe
cially i n a small place, the cops will sit up and 
take notice. Watch out for informers, surveill
ance and harrassment.
Personal squabbles, especially about whose 
sleeping with who, have destroyed far more 
anarchist groups than the state has. We havent 
found an answer to this yet ! If you find one 
that doesn't involve nobody sleeping with any
one, we’d be so grateful you wouldn't believe 
it !!
Once you get a local group off the ground, keep 
in touch. Send us reports of the struggle in 
your area. And, of course, if you DO want some 
papers to sell, you only have to write to: 
CLASS WAR, 84b WHITECHAPEL HIGH ST. 
LONDON E1

THE RICH -

AT HEART' OR
PRISON OR PUT INTO 
WELL SHITBAGS,YOUR 
LIVED OUR
SHIT AND 
FEEL THE 
WE WON’T

QUICHE LORRAINE,
AND
BOMB'
WHILE

LIVING
IN THE
FREEZE
HEjuL HOLES
WHERE THE
KERS,TEACHER0
SHOWER D./ELL IN
WHOSE INTERESTS THEY EITHER 

HAVE THE POWER
CARE.
DAYS ARE 
TO

ERUPTED.WE'RE NOT GONNA
AWAY IN OUR ESTATES AND 

GHETTOS,SCHOOLS,FACTORIES AND DOLE 
QUEUES,OUT OF SIGHT AND OUT OF MIND,ANY 
LONGER........... WE ARE ON THE WARPATH.
AT HENLEY REGATTA THE HORDES OF RICH 
PARASITES WERE MADE TO FEEL OUR HATRED, 
TO SEE THE FIRST STORMCLOUDS ON THEIR 
HORIZON.WE FUCKED UP THEIR DAY JUST AS 
THEY FUCK UP OUR LIVES FROM THE CRADLE 
TO THE GRAVE.
iiUT HENLEY,LIKE ALL THE OTHER TOFFY
NOSED SOCIAL EVENTS,IS JUST A CARNIVAL 

OF THEIR SWANKY LIFESTYLES
ARDS ALWAYS REMAIN SAFE BEHIND THE 
DOORS OF THEIR MANSIONS.NOW IS THE TIME 
TO TURN THE TABLES AND FIGHT BACK.WE'RE 
GONNA TAKE the class war to their fuckin 
DOORSTEPS.
HAMPSTEAD IS THE LATEST TARGET FOR THE 
BASH THE RICH OFFENSIVE.
HAMPSTEAD,LONDON'S POSHEST bOROUGH...........
WHERE THE MILLIONAIRE ELITE LIVE IT UP 
'WHILE WE HAVE TO STRUGGLE TO MAKE ENDS 
MEET,BASKING IN THEIR GRAND MANSIONS AND 
INDOOR SWIM .ING POOLS,CRUISING AROUND IN 
THEIR ROLLERS; GROWING FAT FROM THE CASH 
THEY'VE SCREWED OUT OF THE WORKING CLASS 
AND LAUGHING
CRYSTAL GLASSES,OVERFLOWING WITH CHAM

PAGNE, AT HOW THEY*’/
WHERE MIDDLE CLASS RADICALS AND TRENDY 
LEFTIES SHARMAWaY THEIR DAYS EATING

SIPPING
mouthing off about

and 'TERRIBLE THIRD WORLD FAMINE' 
UNDER

ON THE
DEPTHS
TO DEATH IN THEIR SQUALID oEDSIT

As a chauffeur serves champagne at a 
garden party in Millionaires rowj

JHampstead#
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